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	JBA_The_Guardian_Online_27_November_2017_1: John Baldessari on his giant emoji paintings: 'I just wondered what they'd look like large' The great conceptual artist finds the animal icons so stupid and fascinating, he has turned them into a vast menagerie, full of cheesy lines from films. We visit his Venice studio – and find icebergs are next                       Funny and intriguing … Baldessari and his gecko. Photograph: Dan Tuffs for the Guardian  The neighbourhood surrounding John Baldessari’s studio in Venice is as eclectic as it is incongruous. Sleek, modernist homes sit next to quaint bungalows, while an old hippy with a surfboard tucked under one arm bikes past a Sotheby’s real estate sign hanging in front of a million-dollar home. With his laid-back demeanour, lanky 6ft 7in frame, shaggy mop of white hair, and equally white beard, Baldessari might be mistaken for an ageing California surfer himself, instead of the godfather of conceptual art, as he is often called. For five decades, Baldessari has been challenging audiences to reconsider the nature of art, not with dry, academic works, but with wit, humour and a captivating visual sense. Eschewing one singular style, his output has ranged from text to video, photography to painting, print to sculpture. He is perhaps best known for his juxtapositions of appropriated images and text, though, which create open-ended mysteries for the viewer. “I always compare what I do to the work of a mystery writer,” he once said.  Baldessari’s latest body of work, currently at Sprüth Magers in Los Angeles, updates this concept for the digital era, pairing blown-up images of emoji animals with snippets culled from film scripts. They are quirky, funny, ridiculous, engrossing and – like much of Baldessari’s work – not as straightforward as they might at first seem.   The Guardian, Online, 27 November 2017By Matt Stromberg
	JBA_The_Guardian_Online_27_November_2017_2: In one, a green gecko appears frozen, perhaps listening, limbs jutting out, head cocked to the side. Below the lizard, a line of dialogue attributed to MAYO reads: “Is there a Courbet for sale here?” The combination raises more questions and possibilities than answers. Is the gecko asking the question, or is MAYO addressing the gecko? And in either case, what does it have to do with the iconic, 19th-century French painter? In another, a brown bat caught in mid-flight hovers above a line reading: “I look pathetic now but I dream” – adding a sense of pathos to the fanged, pug-nosed creature. Pig, tiger, turkey, whale, alligator, rat, rhino and snake are all part of the menagerie, each paired with equally evocative text. Baldessari was born in 1931 in National City, south of San Diego, a place about as far away from the avant garde art world as you could get. As a young artist in the 60s, he had trouble squaring his work with a greater purpose. “I always had this idea that doing art was just a masturbatory activity and didn’t really help anybody,” he said in 2015. That was before he began teaching troubled kids in the California Youth Authority. “I just needed a reason that wasn’t all about myself,” he added. In 1970, he burned all the work he had produced between 1953 and 1966, a break with the past that allowed him to explore new ideas of what art could be. In the late 60s, he had begun making text paintings, printing simple phrases on canvas such as “Pure Beauty”. These are now considered milestones of conceptual art. He sometimes contracted the work out to professional sign painters, thereby removing any trace of the artist’s hand. If a painting was defined as paint on canvas, what happened if you just painted words? Was it still a painting or was it a sign? If a painting is composed of words, where does the art live – on the wall, or in the mind of the viewer? Again, more questions.      'I always had this idea that doing art was just a masturbatory activity'                        NUMAN’S MORTUARY MEYER Your big ideas bug me., 2017. Photograph: courtesy the artist/Marian Goodman gallery/Sprüth Magers 
	JBA_The_Guardian_Online_27_November_2017_3: The new emoji paintings are not Baldessari’s first exploration of the language of the internet. In 2010, he created an app, In Still Life, that allowed users to rearrange various objects in a 17th-century Dutch painting – fruit, silver bowls, a lobster. Effectively, users could create their own work, meaning Baldessari was the facilitator, rather than the artist. “I’m just anticipating everyone trying to make the lobster dance,” he said, with typical dry wit. Baldessari is sitting at the desk of his light-filled studio, barefoot in black trousers and T-shirt. “The way it started,” he says, “was when I first saw emojis I thought, ‘How would they look if they were blown up large?’ Which I did and I liked the way they looked. I said, ‘I’m gonna make some paintings with giant emojis.’ And that’s it.” Or as he said earlier this year: “How can you not be interested in emojis? They just look so stupid!” While many users would no doubt agree, there is a lot more going on here. Emojis are images, but they are also linguistic – they stand in for words and concepts. In a sense, they encapsulate everything Baldessari has been exploring, the dislocation between words and pictures. Emojis “level the playing field”: they are always the same no matter who uses them, and their exact meaning is determined in the digital ether, the result of collective usage as opposed to subjective decree.  These paintings, which are actually inkjet prints with acrylic paint, are also the result of several layers of displacement: from the original animal to its symbol (as conceptualised by the emoji designer) to the iPhone, computer screen, printer and finally the canvas. The figures show evidence of this progression, as both enlarged pixels and dots from the printing process are visible. Baldessari then paints out the blank space around the animals with white paint, adding the slightest – almost invisible – trace of the artist’s hand. Snippets of dialogue from screenplays then give another layer of meaning to these seemingly “stupid” images. “They just have to sound good, kind of cheesy,” he says when asked how he selects the text. “I go back and forth between wanting to be abundantly simple and maddeningly complex,” he said in the past, a sentiment that seems especially relevant to these works.    ' The words just have to sound good, kind of cheesy' At the age of 86, Baldessari shows no signs of slowing down. In addition to the show of emoji paintings, a retrospective of his work recently opened at the Fundación Jumex in Mexico City. The title, Learning to Read with John Baldessari, highlights the important role teaching has played for him – first at CalArts, then at UCLA until 2008 – but also the challenge of “reading” his works and emerging with any kind of clear message. Asked if he is concerned at all about issues of translation in his text-heavy work for a Spanish-speaking audience, he says: “No, not really, it just occurred to me right now.” Then, more seriously, he adds: “I think, maybe too optimistically, that art is a language in itself, and people anywhere can get it.” Despite being in the middle of two shows, the walls of Baldessari’s studio are already hung with a new series of paintings, this time based on icebergs. Inspired by his interest in polar expedition diaries, as well as Moby-Dick, the series also circles back to language and how we identify things. “Icebergs have names,” he says, “but I haven’t named them.” This may leave room for yet another rupture between image and text. Although Baldessari has played a crucial role in such major movements as conceptual art and appropriation art, perhaps his greatest contribution is indeed “levelling the playing field” – 
	JBA_The_Guardian_Online_27_November_2017_4: encouraging viewers to take an active role in the construction of meaning. Asked what he’s planning next, he looks up wide-eyed, smiles and simply asks: “Do you have any ideas?” • John Baldessari is at Sprüth Magers, Los Angeles, until 9 December. The exhibition is courtesy of Marian Goodman Gallery.                                            OFFICE BUILDING – DAY MAYO Is there a Courbet for sale here?, 2017. Photograph: courtesy of the artist/Marian Goodman gallery/Sprüth Magers   
	JBA_The_Guardian_Online_27_November_2017_5:                                         INT. THE WOOD SHOP - DAY TODD First of all..., 2017. Photograph: courtesy the artist/Marian Goodman gallery/Sprüth Magers   


